
Our company is looking for a customer marketing manager. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for customer marketing manager

Define and develop the plan to ensure its meeting the needs of all
stakeholders
Work with the customer plan exec to ensure all key information is captured
accurately
Be the go to person in Marketing to understand what is happening, when and
what needs to happen in which order, for the customer plan to be delivered
Update and maintain the customer themes, marketing focus area, lead ATL
and instore campaigns so they are accurate for all stakeholders each week
Working closely with the Marketing finance team to ensure that the customer
plan is delivering against commercial objectives
Working through and establishing the right balance between the plan being
confidential however also being used as a tool to engage others across the
business
Proactively establishing relationships with the key teams to ensure our
customer plan is kept up to date and accurate for all areas, including all
MBP’s, Props, Campaign Management, D&D, Ent’s Retail opts and Space and
formats
Manage the change control process and ensure we have engaged
stakeholders where necessary
Work through and establish ways of working with the new customer traffic
control exec and how we integrate this with the overall customer plan

Example of Customer Marketing Manager Job
Description
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Establish contingency planning process, so it is part of our BAU marketing
gate process

Qualifications for customer marketing manager

Commercial & Marketing experience
Great CRM experience, with the ability to handle complex data sets and
deliver eCRM campaigns
Proven experience of delivering large scale, multiple segment campaigns to a
customer base of over 10m households
Ability to synthesise complex commercial requirements into clear and simple
customer communications
Major retail industry experience highly desirable
2+ years in a consumer product marketing role in tech (working with cross
functional partners to provide consumer insights and support product
launches, communications, and content)


